Fine and gross motor home learning ideas
Zoo
Hand/eye coordination
Making finger/ hand puppets of different zoo animals. You could use the templates
below to make finger puppets or make your own out of paper or material or cut out
different animals and put them onto lolly sticks to play with.

Cooking using tools
Making animal biscuits. Have a go at making biscuits, either using the recipe below or
using a recipe you like! You can use cutters in animal shapes or in a circular shape to
make animal faces!

Ball skills - Aiming towards a target!
If the weather is nice, try and get outside to practice some ball skills! Practice
children’s throwing skills, showing them under arm and over arm throwing. Practice
children’s kicking skills, kicking a ball towards a target, maybe you could make a goal
between 2 objects for children to aim at! You could recycle some tin cans and stick
some animal pictures on the front and get children to aim to knock the animals over!

Fine and gross motor home learning ideas
Noah’s Ark
Manipulating objects
Make some playdough with your child at home (see recipe below). Show them some
pictures of different animals and see if they can make their own! Support children by
making your own animals to model how to roll the playdough and form it into
different shapes, it really helps if you talk through what you do so the children can
see!! If the children start making other ideas from the playdough let them go with
those ideas… how creative can you get!!

Getting dressed
Encourage children to become more independent by encouraging them to get
dressed and undressed by themselves! Start with the easier things such as pulling
down trousers and work onto trickier things such as pulling a jumper onto their heads
and finding the arm holes. If children are confident with this, have a go at zips,
buttons and even laces!! Model and provide support, slowly giving less and less
support each time until you are just giving them verbal reassurance! There are
symbols to support dressing order below!

Ball skills – passing to each other
Have a go at playing together with a ball outside either throwing it
to each other or kicking it back and forth! How many times can you
pass it without dropping it?
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Pets
Hand/eye coordination and manipulating objects
Gather your teddies and stuffed animals and set up your very own vets at home!
Children can play vets using tweezers, pipettes, opening containers and wrapping
bandages to develop their fine motor control. Get them to practice squeezing, holding
items still with one hand whilst using the other and using their fingers to open
containers to access ‘food’ or ‘medicine’.

Cooking using tools Making pet toast. Create dinner pet faces on toast using fruit (this can also just be
done onto a round plate using fruit if preferred). Have a range of soft foods such as
banana and strawberries to teach cutting. You could move onto harder fruits such as
apples to cut if children are managing softer items!

Ball skills – ball tag
Have a very soft ball or beanbag. Take it in turns to be ‘on’ – can children catch you by
throwing the ball towards you? If the ball/beanbag hits you then you are caught and
it’s your turn to be on! The whole family can get involved!!

Fine and gross motor home learning ideas
Minibeasts
Manipulating objects
Make a wormery at home in a bottle and watch the worms move the sand and soil
around and make tunnels through the soil! See the instructions below on how to do
this!

Hand/eye coordination
Pick up matchsticks, buttons or pipe cleaners and use them to create bugs by pushing
them into playdough to make the legs and markings on different insects (playdough
recipe is below).

Singing and movements
Sing the song using the words below with the children. Can they move in ways that
mimic how each animal would walk?
Animal Walk Song
(sung to the tune of “Mulberry Bush”)
This is the way the elephant walks,
the elephant walks,
the elephant walks.
This is the way the elephant walks going to the ark.
other verses:
This is the way the kangaroo hops.
This is the way the horses gallop.
This is the way the rabbit hops.
This is the way the tigers creep
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Animal babies
Getting dressed
Encourage children to become more independent by encouraging them to get
dressed and undressed by themselves! Start with the easier things such as pulling
down trousers and work onto trickier things such as pulling a jumper onto their heads
and finding the arm holes. If children are confident with this, have a go at zips,
buttons and even laces!! Model and provide support, slowly giving less and less
support each time until you are just giving them verbal reassurance! There are
symbols to support dressing order below!
If you have any toy babies at home, get children to practice taking their clothes on
and off to get them dressed and undressed!

Ball skills – using a racket
Have a go at using a racket or bat at home (even a big stick will work!). Encourage
children to use the racket, bat or stick to move a ball around on the floor and build up
control over moving it. Can they swing it to hit the ball forwards? Can they control the
ball to move it around obstacles set out?
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Farm
Hand/eye coordination
Feed the animals – make some animals out of cardboard boxes such as cereal boxes
with holes where mouths are. Can children pick up items with their finger and thumb
or with a pair of tweezers and post it through the hole to ‘feed the animals’?

Manipulating objects
Find the animals! Make some playdough (see recipe below) and hide farm animals in
it (you can hide anything in it such as buttons, coins etc.) - can the children
manipulate the playdough to find the animals hidden in it? This strengthens the
muscles in their hands to help develop their writing skills!

Using a racket and ball
Try and find a ball that children can hit a ball against. Use a racket, bat or ball to hit a
ball towards the wall and see if they can return it to themselves and hit it back. If
children are able to do this, get them to count how many times they can hit it against
the wall!
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Recipe for animal biscuits

Fine and gross motor home learning ideas

Playdough recipe
Ingredients






2 cups all-purpose flour
3/4 cup salt
4 teaspoons cream of tartar
2 cups lukewarm water
2 Tablespoons vegetable oil (coconut oil works too)

Optional: food coloring

Instructions
1. Stir together the flour, salt and cream of tartar in a large pot. Next add the
water and oil. If you’re only making one color, stir in the colour now.
2. Cook over medium-heat, stirring constantly. Continue stirring until the dough
has thickened and begins to form into a ball. Remove from heat and then
place inside a bowl, gallon sized bag or onto wax paper.
3. Allow to cool slightly and then knead until smooth. If you’re adding colours
after, divide the dough into balls (for how many colours you want) and then
add the dough into the quart sized bags. Start with about 5 drops of colour
and add more to brighten it. Knead the dough, while inside the bag so it
doesn’t stain your hands. Once it’s all mixed together, you’re ready to PLAY.
4. Store the play dough inside the bags to keep soft. If stored properly it will
keep soft for up to 3 months.

Notes
For a fun addition, add about 1/4 cup glitter to the bag and knead it in.
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Dressing symbols
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Making a wormery at home

